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A comprehensive survey on the Internet based virtualisation of experiments is
presented, covering several individual as well as collaborative efforts in various
engineering disciplines. From this survey it could be concluded that there is a pressing
need to develop full-fledged remote laboratory experiments for integrated directly
into engineering curricula. The paper subsequently summarises the experiences of
authors during the design, evolution and implementation of virtualisation for a
number of engineering experiments, enabling these to be accessed through the Internet
as virtual experiments. It also covers the features required to give the 'feel' of
performing experiments, inclusion of learning components, incorporation of easy
navigation, testing of effectiveness of learning, and development of useful feedback
mechanisms. A detailed feedback analysis from prospective learners is presented on
the effectiveness of the virtual laboratory.

Introduction

For last two decades, computing, information and communication, electronics,
instrumentation, mechatronics, and electrical technology have been among the fastest
growing areas in the engineering field. We have witnessed a major paradigm shift in
the technology, starting from analog to digital, macro to micro, from fixed (or wired)
communication to mobile (or wireless) communication, etc. Due to this, there is a lag
for traditional laboratories in keeping up with some of modern industry's
requirements, not only in these fields but also in other, traditional engineering fields
like mechanical, materials and metallurgy, chemical, civil, textile, etc. New equipment
which can be operated remotely has come into being, new interdisciplinary products
have appeared in the market, and new theories have been applied to existing devices,
foir example mechatronics, biotechnology, nanotechnology, etc. All of these
circumstances give new expectations to current engineers and technologists, and at the
same time, they challenge our practices in education for modern engineering and
technology.

The concept of traditional real laboratories in technical institutions has many
limitations. The availability of resources may be too limited to provide basic as well as
advanced laboratory equipments, and there may be a paucity of qualified faculty
members. Even if the facilities are there, in many cases a student may end up as a
spectator in the conduct of experiments, due to being in a large group. Students are not
free to do experiments according to their own schedules, as the time slot for an
experiment may be limited to the usual working hours. The new era of education
demands a revolution and modernisation in techniques for engineering education. One
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gap in engineering education is the lack of complete set of e-experiments, that is a full
scale virtual laboratory, instead of few virtual experiments in a particular engineering
discipline.

The virtualisation of experiments is one of the most efficient ways for the
modernisation of traditional engineering laboratories. Virtualisation is basically the
conversion of real experiments into virtual experiments with the help of information
and communication technologies (ICT), which provide a real laboratory environment
and 'feel' to perform the experiment. The basic goal for virtualisation is to provide a
facility to perform the experiment by using the Internet. This can provide a highly
interactive and powerful learning environment for the engineering disciplines and
enables a learner to select and control all the related parameters of the experiments. A
complete graphical interface with the adequate learning components and a scientific
approach can provide the 'feel' of performing experiment efficiently. The virtualisation
of an experiment and its application by Internet based remote techniques can provide a
relevant and meaningful practical learning experience. This relatively new concept of
virtualisation is cost effective and there is no time bound for the users as experiments
could be accessed "24-7". Virtual experiments can be used extensively for teaching, e-
learning, and other computer-based education.

Literature review
In the past decade or so, experimental simulations have appeared with discipline
specific texts, such as Jones and Childers (2001), and Christian and Belloni (2001), or on
the world wide web at sites such as the Physical Sciences Resource Center
[http://www.psrc-online.org/]. Many of these simulations are implemented using
Java applets, and are well designed and executed. Other online experimentation
includes the Stevens Institute of Technology in their Remote Dynamical Systems
Laboratory [http://www.stevens.edu/remotelabs/], which incorporated several online
experiments but is subject to limited use and limited data. Mercer University has
implemented the Online Interactive Chaotic Pendulum [http://physics.mercer.edu/
pendulum]. The site has an exemplary interface and data presentation, but doesn't
provide easy access to data. Several mechanical engineering courses have online
experimentation, including Curtin University [http://www.cage.curtin.edu.au/
mechanical/info/vibrations]. These sites tend to be highly technical and their online
availability appears to be limited. Other organisations that have executed online
experimentation include the Advanced Liquid Crystalline Optical Materials (ALCOM)
Science and Technology Center [http://www.lci.kent.edu/ALCOM/alcom.html] of the
Kent State University. Tan, Tang and Paterson at Queensland University of
Technology had a project on developing a web based remotely controlled mechanical
vibrations laboratory via the Internet. The system allowed flexibility for students to
access a range of laboratory experiments at any time and any place where there is an
Internet connection.

Coito et al. (2007), Bauer and Fedák (2007) and Bachnak et al. (2003) discussed the
ability to control and monitor processes from remote locations through a PC-based
data acquisition for online and off line analyses. Advances in networking technologies
and development of measurement hardware and software has turned PCs into
platforms capable of continuous remote monitoring using the Internet (Fountain &
Wright, 2000). Software programs that facilitate the developments of such applications
are available (Bishop, 2001; Egarievwe et al., 2000). A user can publish data on the web
with little or no programming experience. The software creates user interfaces on a
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web page to give the user access to the system (Travis, 2000). Antunes, Paulino &
Piteau (1998) developed predictive methods to remotely analyse heat exchanger tube
responses and wear for realistic multi-supported tubes and flow configurations.
Buckman (2000) presented an introduction to the virtual instrumentation to increase
the ease of use for students, and the capability to add new measurements that were
otherwise unaffordable.

Overstreet and Tzes (1998) described the design and development of generic virtual
instrument used for real time experimentation at the control engineering laboratory of
their institute in a remote-access environment. Salzmann (1999) proposed the steps of
remote, real time control over the Internet, and demonstrated the feasibility of using a
distributed online laboratory to complement and enhance the traditional laboratory.
Ertugrul (2000) reported such software tool applications, and his paper aimed to
provide some background knowledge about the tools and to address common
problems encountered by users. Resendez and Bachnak (2003) and Bachnak et al.
(2003) showed that such software tools could be used to perform data acquisition and
remotely control hardware devices through the Internet.

Trevelyan (2002) aimed to provide a cost effective online laboratory to staff and
students. Their first project was a tele-robot, which was written in special purpose
software written in C, C++ and Java. Trevelyan (2004) reviewed all the principal
lessons their group learned since 1994 and briefly described Telelabs, a cost-effective
framework to provide an extendable series of online labs that could be sustained from
normal operating budgets. Hofmann and Bubb (2003) explained about the virtual
environment for the typical industrial application. Almgren and Cahow (2005)
explained the way to make engineering education more innovative by using the
Internet. Pheatt and Ballester (2003) discussed the design and implementation of web
courses and remote experiments, and the incorporation of these techniques into the
curriculum without acquiring equipment, setting up equipment or creating a
laboratory environment. Che (2005) presented the development of biology engineering
education along with a discussion on the development of e-learning with a time
sharing mainframe model and providing a centralised, remotely controllable biology
lab.

Feisel and Rosa (2005) explored the major factors influencing conventional
laboratories. They described the various limitations which affect the effectiveness of
laboratory work and also its importance in science and engineering education. Ozeki et
al. (2006) produced remote experiments with a digital certificate and encryption of
communication data to protect a supervisory control system against illegal access.
They did the development of the remote experiment system with testing and
demonstration. Jeschke et al. (2008) discussed the integration of experimental setups
into a virtual cooperative knowledge space, so that availability and accessibility can be
enhanced for a wide range of users. They worked out the architecture and
implementation of the remote experiment. Gröber, Vetter, Eckert & Jodl (2007)
described a remote laboratory and its helpfulness to provide a tool to sustain this shift
towards a student-centred engineering teaching approach.

In papers by Bauer and Fedák (2007) and Bauer et al. (2008) a distance measurement
application for educational purposes was described, and the monitoring of industrial
applications was studied through web based applications. Macías and Méndez (2008)
described the automation of their laboratory and rapid integration of automation
systems into most of the engineering processes. Cui, Wang, Zhang and Akujuobi
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(2008) focused on the reasons for traditional laboratories lagging behind and
emphasised the basic demands behind the modern trend to increased virtualisation.
Kolias et al. (2007) provided a categorisation of remote experimentation in education
according to the platform used for conducting the experiments and the scientific field
represented. Gadzhanov and Nafalski (2010) reviewed the pedagogical effectiveness of
distance education, with a special focus on remote laboratories for measurement and
control. Machotka et al. (2010) developed the remote laboratory NetLab at the
University of South Australia. NetLab was developed from the beginning as a
collaborative learning environment that enables students to cooperate while
conducting remote experiments via the Internet on both the domestic and international
levels. Herrera and Fuller (2011) proposed a model for the implementation of remote
experimentation laboratories in a distributed collaborative scenario, focusing on two
crucial key elements, namely the shared knowledge and the interaction for the
collaboration. They contributed towards the implementation of remote
experimentation using collaborative scenarios.

The present work summarises the challenges faced in developing virtual experiments
for a typical engineering laboratory. It presents the process of developing online
virtual experiments in a step by step approach with access solely via the Internet, for a
typical engineering lab, a mechanical vibration laboratory. It presents a discussion on
the design and implementation of a virtual laboratory through the use of web-based
deployment. The goal of this project is to develop reliable, understandable, repeatable
and low maintenance virtual experiments. This paper also describes various classes of
virtualisation of laboratories, requirements and challenges in virtualisation of
experiments, software selection, benefits of the software tool chosen for the present
case, and steps in the virtualisation of one experiment as an illustrative example.

Themes in virtualisation of laboratory experiments

The basic concept of virtualisation of an experiment is to provide a virtual platform for
learners to perform the experiment with their own selection of parameters. The effort
is towards mimicking the working procedure in a real laboratory, and its environment
in the virtual workbench. Virtual experiments are designed and sequenced in such a
manner as to give a real feel of performing the experiment. During the experiment, the
learner can save and edit the desired data for his/her analysis. Apart from these the
focus is also aims to embed a maximum number of learning components in virtual
experiments. Virtualisations of experiments could be broadly classified, based on the
form data used for performing the experiment, as follows

i. Numerical simulation based: It is completely based on theoretical calculations and is
nothing to do with the real experiments. The design of the virtual lab has no
practical limitations; however, it requires careful thinking to incorporate them to
have a feel of actual experiments. It provides very little feel of experiment, and it is
just like a numerical simulation; however, it has advantage that a large number of
users can use it at any time.

ii. Measurement data based: It is based on the actual measured data. It utilises a large
database which contains carefully preplanned measurement data. It shows the
actual behaviour of the system in the virtual experiment, but the user is restricted to
choosing parameters which are provided in the virtual program. To provide a real
feel of experiment a large data set based on various combinations of input
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parameters is essential to cover various options of the actual experiment during
virtualisation, including some not so carefully performed experimental data. With
careful design and selection of parameters this could provide the feel of performing
experiment and it has potential for scalability to accommodate large number of
users at a time.

iii. Real time data based: It utilises the real experiment in real time, and measurement
data is acquired online. A leaner will not have any control in the experiment, except
in acquiring real time data. In this case the experimental set up will be in working
condition all the time (or predefined timings). It may require human interference
(or help) and a learner could acquire real time data through the Internet from a
remote location. For this case, the feel of laboratory is marginal; however, the feel of
performing experiment is not there since there is no control of performing
experiments with the learner.

iv. Remote trigger based: It utilises a real experiment in real time, and experimental data
is acquired by a learner online. The learner gives an online trigger to start the
experiment, however, he/she will have hardly any control in performing the
experiment until it finishes itself, except in acquiring online data whenever it is
found to be suitable. An advantage for this kind of experiment is that instruments
and test rigs need not run all the time, a remote user can trigger it to run, and has
some feel of actuating the experiment remotely.

v. Remote control based: It is very similar to remote triggering, however, the user has
more freedom in performing the experimentation. The remote control based virtual
experiment gives more options to a learner to control online the parameters of an
experiment, thereby having a better feel for performing the experiment remotely.
This particular theme is the most challenging, especially for conventional
engineering disciplines (like mechanical, aerospace, chemical, material and
metallurgy, etc.) where fully remote control could be a very costly development
due to physical movement and manipulation of a test specimen and other test rig
objects. The main difficulty with this theme is scalability, as a single user must have
control at a given period of time while performing virtual experiments, whilst other
users or prospective users would be spectators.

vi. Hybrid based: As remote control based virtualisation is the most difficult to deploy, a
hybrid virtualisation theme of virtual experiments may be based on a combination
all the themes described above. Depending upon the need to enhance the feel of
laboratory and feel of performing experiments, with some compromise on the fully
control based theme, a suitable combination of themes may be most appropriate.

The above themes have their advantages and limitations. The aim of the present work
is enable virtual experiments with an effective learning component. The term effective
learning component signifies core contents of the experimentation, its representation in
terms of graphs, video, animation, provision for real data downloading, and editing
and interpreting as per the user requirement and the feel of performing the
experiment. The virtual experiment provides pertinent information related to the
particular experiment, including the experiment manual, video and sound clips, and
interpretation and comparison of the theoretical and experimental results. These things
help for better understanding of the basics and core content of the experiment. For this
purpose the measurement based virtual experiment is best suited. It gives the feel of
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performing the experiment, real measurement data and simulates the actual laboratory
environment in terms of input selection and performance of an experiment. At the
same time, virtual experiments also enable theoretical calculations for comparison with
actual experimental results, based on the chosen input configurations made by a
learner, and other standard parameters. Moreover, a greater number of learners could
utilise  the same virtual workbench concurrently and take data from the same database
(i.e., it is scalable during the deployment).

The measurement based virtual laboratory includes the following components (i)
experimental setup, (ii) measurement system, (iii) data base of measurements, (iv)
virtual bench with Internet publishing tools, and (v) user computers. Once the virtual
test bench is published on the Internet, the user can access the virtual laboratory from a
remote location.

Requirements in a measurement based virtual laboratory

To create a measurement based virtual laboratory, there are number of requirements
and challenges which leads to the creation of the building blocks and their connections
to deploy a virtual laboratory. These requirements include:

1. A real laboratory: To create a virtual laboratory we need a real laboratory with
adequate experimental setups, different sets of test configurations, a variety of
measuring, data-acquisition and analysis instruments, and analysis software.

2. Software: Programming software is required which must be powerful and versatile
enough   to make a virtual test bench with the help of a good GUI (graphical user
interface). The software selection for virtualisation is very crucial and the software
must have adequate function to fulfill the purpose of imparting feel of laboratory
and feel of performing experiments during the virtualisation.

3. Experimentation and data collection: This is the core part of the creation of a virtual
laboratory. Different experiments are required to be performed with all possible
sets of reasonable input configurations and it is required to perform experiment
many times with the same input configuration to check the consistency of the
result. The experiment must be carried out with extreme care and accuracy, and
should follow a standard procedure.

4. Data storage: In the collection of experimental data, the number of data sets may
become large, which requires a large capacity for data storage and management.
These data should contain both good quality data and not so good quality data, so
that a learner is attentive about the quality of the data being obtained during virtual
experiments.

5. Virtualisation programming and personnel requirements: The programming of the
virtual experiments requires personnel those who have strong skills in a range of
programming software as well as high expertise in measurement and signal
processing, and familiarity with the experimental procedure.

6. Internet publishing: Publishing of a virtual engine software on the Internet and its
testing also involves much technical expertise and patience; especially requiring
learner feedback and appropriate revision processes.
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7. Feel of performing an experiment: This is a major challenge for a virtual lab developer
and it requires careful planning to impart the feel of a lab and the satisfaction of
performing a virtual experiment.

8. Learning components: This is the main objective for a developer: to impart learning
and testing components while a user is performing the virtual experiment. In a
virtual lab no real instructor is available and the developer has to create a virtual
instructor for the user. The virtual programs are designed with an assumption that
users are first time users of a virtual experiment. Every step needs to be very clearly
explained with respect to fundamental concepts, procedure and what user needs to
do in order to progress the experiment. For this purpose, video and audio clips may
be provided. The learning components which indicate the basic as well as in-depth
knowledge may not be appreciated by the user during first few real experiments but
in virtual experiments it is very clearly mentioned and demonstrated for better
understanding by the user. It may include also examples from daily life and other
related facts which will help the user to understand the experiment clearly.

Selection of the software for the virtualisation

The selection of basic platform software is crucial for virtualisation. The software
should have enough features to meet the requirements of virtual programming. Some
of the required key features of the software are as follows:

a. Graphical user interface (GUI): Excellent GUI helps the user to understand the
experiment better. It provides icons, figures, indications, etc. It makes the programs
more user-friendly with the help of graphics;

b. Multi-platform portability: Makes it possible to run the program under different
operating systems;

c. Modularity: Allows developing applications in number of parts. The combination of
all parts gives the complete program. It reduces complexities in programming and
undertaking modifications and editing;

d. Compatibility with hardware: It enables the acquisition of data from different interface
hardware. It enables valid connections with hardware equipment for the purpose of
data exchange;

e. Compatibility with existing code: It allows running and incorporating programs
previously developed for older versions. Because of rapid research and
development, software developers may launch updated versions frequently.

f. Advanced debugging: It facilitates the detection of mistakes in the existing code.
Advance debugging features helps programmers to quickly check defects and
obtain the possible solutions;

g. Help options: This is very helpful for designer during learning to use the software
and also to explore the programs. It should provide quick help for the different
functions and also should provide the basic programs related to every function;

h. Extendable program libraries: It provides ready made basic programs that can be
directly used in any other program. It also enables designer to make programs and
save them into the library, for potential use as functions in other programs in the
future;

i. Multimedia capabilities: Multimedia tools and objects are essential to play audio and
video clips during the program, to help give a real feel of a lab environment. The
software should support the multimedia function and connectivity;
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j. User friendly: It is a most important factor for software selection. Software must be
user friendly and provide easy ways to proceed in program development. The
graphical user interface, multimedia application, etc., contribute towards making
the program more user friendly.

There are numerous interactive computer-delivered simulations, control, and scientific
visualisation solutions software packages that are available for the programming and
virtualisation, e.g. Hypertext, Authorware, Director, Labtech, Visual C, C++, Visual Basic,
Matlab/Simulink, LabVIEW, etc. LabVIEW is a powerful industrial standard graphical
development software. For the present virtualisation of a vibration laboratory, this
software is found to be suitable because of its following properties and benefits:

• Easy to learn and use: The innovative graphical interface makes it efficient learning
software and helps the programmer to attain faster development.

• Complete functionality: Thousands of built-in analysis functions are available
(including in some specialised topics), which makes the programming much easier
and compact by using these functions.

• Integrated I/O capabilities: The software provides for direct connectivity with the
hardware component; it becomes very convenient for data collection. The acquired
data can be analysed in different forms as per the requirement.

• Exploration of concepts: It provides features by which a user can interactively explore
design parameters, investigate solutions, and instrument any algorithm and theory-
based relationships to effectively tie theory to practice.

• Improved learning experience: The software block diagram looks similar to flow
diagrams that are used to teach engineering concepts to students, which leads to a
more intuitive transition from these concepts to programming.

• Integration with hardware to design experiments: To completely understand the
concepts, users need to build systems that interact with real world signals. This
provides flexible and robust hardware that students can use in conjunction with the
software tool to design and test simple experiments.

• Accelerated learning: One can access the tools and functions through interactive
palettes, dialogs, menus, and hundreds of function blocks, known as virtual
instruments (VIs). One can drag and drop these VIs onto a diagram to define the
behaviour of any applications. This 'point and click' approach shortens the time it
takes to get from initial setup to a final solution.

The above mentioned properties and functions benefit both programmer and student.
LabVIEW provides all required tools and functions which can enable the experiments
to be virtual and efficient for distance learning. Figure 1 shows a typical GUI capability
of this software.

Learning modules in a virtual experiments
Addition of information and learning modules into virtual experiments is one of the
challenging tasks for the virtual laboratory developer. Effective learning components
should be embedded by various means, not only about the experiment but also related
theory. Some of the means by which this may be done include:

i. Photographs and figures of machines and different instruments are provided in the
virtual experiment program, so that users will know the experimental setup,
measuring instruments, and the basic information about the overall experimental
system.
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Figure 1: Graphics and I/O control display (upper), and a model
of the data flow and its graphical programming (lower)

ii. Audio and video are also added in the virtual experiment programs. These
demonstrate the experiment setup, experimental procedure, instructions,
precautions, and all other related information  about the experiment.

iii. Detailed laboratory manuals are provided before starting the experiment. These
laboratory manuals are designed to give maximum learning content which include
the basic theory behind the experiment, all theoretical and experimental
calculations, and step by step procedures for virtual experimentation.

iv. Learners have to go through the laboratory manual before proceeding to conduct
the virtual experiment. At the beginning of the experiment, an evaluation test is
required. After successful completion of the experiment, the program again
provides an evaluation test. At the end, the program summarises the details of the
experiment, including personal information, input parameters, results and marks
obtained by the user, and stores it as a report sheet for the user.

v. Web cameras are provided near the experimental setup to capture and provide
online a video record. This help to the user to know more exactly about the setup
preparation and also receive a close up view of each component.

vi. A ‘help page’ is provided to assist the learner at any step in the program. The
learner can navigate to the ‘help page’ in case of any confusion or if more
information is sought.
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vii. For the better visualisation of graphs, a graph palette is provided with a number of
ancillary functions. Users can edit the graph, zoom in, and save the graphs and all
other data to a local hard disk.

viii.If the virtual experiment is too easy to perform, then users may complete it very
quickly; however, by doing so they may overlook basic concepts and key points in
the experiment. To overcome this problem, intermediate evaluation is included to
make the learning more interactive and effective.

In virtualisation, one of the most important aims is to give users a feel of performing
the experiment. To fulfill this requirement, with the help of the audio and video, a
demonstration of the complete experiment is provided. Virtual reality is provided to
give control of camera to the user for exploring the laboratory and experimental setup,
including 360 degree movement, zooming, and jumping from one designated position
to another.

A step by step procedure for virtual experiments

Experimental
setup ‘1’

Actual experimental
setup

Data acquisition
system

Virtual experiment
user interface

Database

Virtual experiment
software

Experimental
setup ‘n’

Virtual
experiment

engine

User terminals

Figure 2: Basic block diagram of virtual experiment development and application

The virtualisation of experiments needs a step by step procedure to be followed as in
the case of actual laboratory (Figure 2):

i. Arrangement of experimental setup: The experimental setup is arranged as per the
required configuration.

ii. Experiments and data collection: The experiment is performed and data collected by
using the measurement hardware and software.

iii. Repetition of experiments: The repetition of experiment is done for the same
configuration, and by using all possible combinations of input configurations.
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iv. Preparation of database: All the data are collected and processed for preparation of
the database.

v. Computer programming for virtualisation: This is the most taxing and carefully
planned part of the virtualisation. The programming is done in a sequence which
follows the same sequence as in the case of an actual experiment. This virtual
engine with data base is published by using the Internet publishing tools of the
virtualisation software.

Upon publication the experiment is made ready for access by remote users. The details
and outcomes are described below.

1. Title page: Figure 3 shows a typical first page for a virtual experiment. It includes the
title of experiment, and a photograph of an experimental setup. After starting the
program the user has to follow instructions given on each page to complete the
virtual experiment successfully.

Figure 3: Title page of a typical virtual test bench

2. Introduction: This section contains the aim of experiment, some important
definitions related to experiments, and general instructions for the proceeding
pages of the virtual program.

3. Pre-test: Before starting the virtual experiment, the virtual program offers a test
based on the basic information about the experiment. If users qualify, then they
may proceed, otherwise they are required to revisit the user manual.

4. Input section: This section contains various input options (Figure 4). Some personal
information about the user and input parameter options for the experiment are
asked at this stage. Users can choose the input configuration, that is the test
specimen material, its dimensions, the transducer for the measurement, etc. Users
have to select proper inputs to proceed with the virtual experiment. When users
enters an input configuration, each parameter generates a specific number and thus
forms a set of numbers. Based on the input configuration, the virtual program
obtains particular stored measurements of vibration data from the database, related
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to that particular configuration. For each experiment's configurations the database
contains ten sets of data, which are chosen randomly by the program by. This is to
give the users a feeling that even when choosing the same configuration at a
subsequent time, they get different sets of data, which would be the case with an
actual experiment.

Figure 4: User input section in the virtual test bench

5. Performing Experiment: After the proper selection of the input parameters, users
perform the experiment. During the experiment the program takes data from the
database files. The data is taken as an array and is plotted in the loop one by one by
using a script (computer code) inside the loop. These files are read and are plotted
in a particular sequence with animation to give the impression of an actual data
display on a virtual instrument (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Experiment data presentation in the virtual test bench
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6. Theoretical calculations: Theoretical calculations are done based on the input
configuration chosen by the user. The program decodes the input and generates
related physical parameters, for example the Young’s modulus, the density and
dimensions of the test specimen. By using these values the theoretical calculations
are done with the help of formula provided in detailed manuals.

7. Experimental calculations: The experimental data calculations are done by using the
data taken by the program randomly from already stored measurements in the
database (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Experimental calculations in the virtual test bench

8. Results: The result is basically a comparison of theoretical and experimental results.
The comparison is done and the percentage error is calculated. Results are
interpreted at this stage as a learning component.

Figure 7: A typical evaluation test to judge the student performance
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9. Evaluation test: After successful completion of the experiment, the virtual program
offers an evaluation test for the user (Figure 7). It gives optional question based on
the experiment. It is to check the performance and knowledge gain by the user
while performing the virtual experiment.

10. Exercise: After evaluation test the program includes some exercise questions related
to the experiment. This helps to explore the basic concepts explored by the
experiment. The programs also provides answers to the user.

11. Feedback: At the end of the experiment, the program asks for the feedback on the
experiment (Figure 8). This feedback is quite helpful for the programmer, to
enhance the content and gain information about any shortcomings and ideas about
improvements.

Figure 8: Feedback from user in the virtual test bench

12. Feedback enhancement: Feedback from users and enhancements to improve the
virtual program are continuous processes to make the program more user-friendly,
convenient, and illustrative for the maximum benefit to the user.

The pre-test and the evaluation test are included to have a self test of student
performance. It gives indirectly some information about the effectiveness of the user
manual and the virtual experiment. Also this ensures that students learnt effectively
during the experiment. These test questions are selected randomly from a question
bank, so that every time a student performs an experiment he or she encounters with
questions and may learns more from re-testing.

Feedback sessions and its analysis

For the initial versions of the online virtual laboratory, virtual experimentation and
feedback sessions were organised for two different batches of students, one comprising
students who had never performed this experiment in a real laboratory class (Batch-I)
and the other students who had experienced this experiment previously in a real
laboratory class (Batch-II). However, all of these students had some theoretical
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background in the subject. A terminal was provided to a group of two students, with a
copy of the feedback form for each student and there were total twelve such groups.
The aim in using the two batches was to enable a comparison of the responses to the
remote experiment from beginners and more experienced users.

The feedback was obtained from questions related to various aspects of the virtual
programs. It included questions regarding online performance of experiments, control
over experiment, simulated laboratory environment, effectiveness of the user manual,
ease of interpretation of the results, understandting of experiments and related topics,
the feel of performing experiments, availability of related extra information, and any
major problems encountered. Questions were asked also about the feel of an actual lab,
feel of absence of instructor, user friendliness and navigational aspect, effectiveness of
content, sequence of the performing steps, and challenges faced in the virtual lab
compared with a real lab. This comprehensive feedback is summarised in a Table 1 for
the quantitative feedback and analysed below for the qualitative feedback.

From Table 1 and Figure 9, it can be observed that the average rating from Batch-I
students was better than from Batch-II. The Batch-I rating was narrow from ‘Good’ to
‘Excellent’; however, Batch-II rating was wider from ‘Average’ to ‘Excellent’. It is due
probably to Batch-II having an earlier, real experiment available for comparison. Apart
from this qualitative feedback, comments were gathered from the students and were
used to improve the technical quality, navigation, and aesthetics aspects. Most of the
users who performed real experiments commented that it is effective utilisation of time
with the same level of learning attained. Most users agreed to that and were
enthusiastic to work further on virtual experiments.

Table 1: Summary of feedback in percentage on effectiveness
of the virtual laboratory (first version)

Excellent Very good Good AverageQuestion NU EU NU EU NU EU NU EU
1. Rate the online performance of the

experiment
9.1 16.6 36.4 5.5 54.5 61.1 0 16.6

2. User control 0 5.55 40 27.7 60 55.5 0 11.1
3. Actual lab environment simulated 37.5 17.6 25 41.1 37.5 29.4 0 11.7
4. User friendliness and ease in

acquiring data
14.3 16.6 71.4 50 14.3 27.7 0 5.5

5. Quality of lab manuals 18.2 36.8 72.7 15.7 9.1 42.1 0 5.2
6. Information related with the

objective of the experiments
22.2 16.6 44.4 33.3 33.3 38.8 0 11.1

7. Interpretability of results 22.2 16.6 33.3 38.8 44.4 38.8 0 5.5
8. A substantial gain in understanding

of experiments and related topics
18.2 16.6 45.5 50 36.4 27.7 0 5.5

NU: New user Batch I (never did real experiments on vibration lab; n=11);
EU: Experienced user Batch II (already done vibration lab; n=18)

Based on the first round of feedback, the virtual lab site and virtual experiments were
improved. The second version of the online virtual laboratory was provided to two
new batches of students (Batch III and IV). The feedback is summarised in Table 2 and
Figure 10. There is good improvement in the feedback ratings from both batches,
namely no previous experience (Batch I versus Batch III) and previous exposure to real
experiments prior to performing the virtual experiments (Batch II versus Batch IV).
From the statistics is clear that students accepted the concept of virtualisation and also
they appreciated the usefulness of it for remote learners.
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(b) Experienced user (Batch II; n=18)

Figure 9: Summary of feedback from learners for the first version of virtual lab
(Parameters 1 to 8 are corresponding to Table 1)
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Table 2: Summary of feedback in percentage on effectiveness
of the virtual laboratory (second version)

Excellent Very good Good AverageQuestion NU EU NU EU NU EU NU EU
1. Rate the online performance of the

experiment
42.9 54.5 28.6 45.5 28.6 0 0 0

2. User control 14.3 36.3 35.7 36.3 42.9 27.3 7.1 0
3. Actual lab environment simulated 14.3 27.3 50.0 45.5 28.6 18.2 7.1 9.1
4. User friendliness and ease in acquiring

data
57.1 63.6 35.7 27.3 7.1 9.1 0 0

5. Quality of lab manuals 42.9 36.3 21.4 36.3 35.7 18.2 0 9.1
6. Information related with the objective of

the experiments
42.9 45.5 42.9 18.2 14.3 18.2 0 18.2

7. Interpretability of results 57.1 36.3 7.1 54.5 28.6 9.1 7.1 0
8. A gain in understanding of experiments

and related topics
71.4 45.5 14.3 27.3 14.3 27.2 0 0

NU: New user Batch III (never did real experiments on vibration lab; n=14);
EU: Experienced user batch IV (already did vibration lab; n=11)
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Figure 10a. New user (Batch III; n=14)
(Parameters 1 to 8 are corresponding to Table 2)

The feedback also included responses to several descriptive questions related to
helpfulness, difficulties, personal experiences and suggestions. These descriptive
answers or suggestions were analysed to help with enhancing the effectiveness of
learning. Expressions of appreciation were common, but there were also many
suggestions for improvement. Most of the suggestions concerned the addition of
animation, and obtaining clearer views and explanations of experiments, plots and
results.
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Figure 10b. Experienced user (Batch IV; n=11)

Figure 10: Summary of feedback from learners for the second version of the virtual lab
(Parameters 1 to 8 are corresponding to Table 2)

Enhancing the effectiveness of the virtual programs

The analysis of feedback is taken into consideration to enhance the effectiveness of the
virtual programs. From the user feedback, needs were identified for a more user
friendly approach, additional graphical interfaces, and improvements in the
sequencing and format of representation in various sections. The pages are updated
and the complete virtual programs are improved according to the requirement. Now
the experiment ready for demonstration and testing in a larger domain. The online
feedback at the end of experiment and through the website are very important for
further enhancement of the virtual programs. These could be improved enough to
provide quality education at minimum cost and with high effectiveness of learning
and knowledge transfer.

Conclusions

The present paper recommends measurement based virtualisation as the most effective
way to deploy the virtual experiments. The present paper focuses on the requirement
of modernisation of the laboratory in terms of the state of the art educational
technology and providing the most effective practical experience of the theoretical
concepts. In the present work, the several engineering experiments of a typical
engineering lab have been virtualised. This includes detailed documentation of the
experiment, student’s performance evaluation, and feedback from the target users. The
developed programs have been published into the Internet [http://www.vlab.co.in/]
by using a software tool for web publishing. This tool provides a facility to publish the
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programs into the Internet, which are now accessible from anywhere by using any
Internet connection. Since the present virtual experiments are for a single user with no
interactions with multiple users; the future research could involve virtual experiments
with collaborative and distributed scenarios, especially development of tools for
interactions and collaborations. The challenges in virtual laboratories are enormous
and in future it will grow further with potential development into mobile technology
based experiments.
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